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Example of regular grouping: counting the number of employees in each department 

A

1 =demo.query("select DEPT,count(*)  from EMPLOYEE group by DEPT")

2 =demo.query("select * from EMPLOYEE").groups(DEPT;count(~):num)

A1,A2 results

Grouped subsets
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Example: Find out who has the same birthday as other employees.  

A B

1 =demo.query("select NAME,GENDER,BIRTHDAY from EMPLOYEE")

2 =A1.group(BIRTHDAY) /grouped subsets，no aggregation

3 =A2.select(~.len()>2).conj() /Select the subsets with number greater than 2

Grouped 
subsets

Grouped subsetsSQL grouping forces aggregation. But sometimes we are interested not only in 
aggregated values, but also in grouped subsets. 

A1 A2 A3



Check the scores of students whose total score is not less than 240 

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/student_scores.txt").import@t()

2 =A1.group(STUDENTID) /grouped subsets，no aggregation

3 =A2.select(~.sum(SCORE)>=240).conj() /Select students not less than 240 and merge them 

Grouped 
subsets

A1 A2 A3

Grouped subsets



Example: Calculate the number of employees in each department, and then calculate the average age of staff in departments 
with more than 50 people. 

A B
1 =demo.query("select NAME,GENDER,BIRTHDAY,DEPT from EMPLOYEE")
2 =A1.group(DEPT) /grouped subsets，no aggregation

3 =A2.new(DEPT,count(~):number) /Calculate the number of employees in departments

4 =A2.select(~.count()>50).new(DEPT,int(~.avg(age(BIRTHDAY))):AGE) /Calculate the average age of staff in departments with 
more than 50 people.

Grouped 
subsets

Grouped subsets
Grouping itself is a complex operation, which can be reused to improve the efficiency of 
operation by retaining the subset of grouping. 

A3 A4A2A1



Example: after grouping by year, continue grouping by month 

A B

1 =demo.query("select NAME,GENDER,BIRTHDAY,DEPT from EMPLOYEE")

2 =A1.group(year(BIRTHDAY)) /Group by year

3 =A2.(~.group(month(BIRTHDAY))) /Group by month after group by year

Grouping subset is actually a set of sets. The set of sets can continue to be 
grouped into a set of sets (three-level set).

A1 A2 A3

Grouped subsets



Grouped subsets need to be retained when routine aggregation is difficult to 
compute targets 

Example: Check the information of the two oldest people in each department.

A B
1 =demo.query("select * from EMPLOYEE")
2 =A1.group(DEPT).(~.top(2;-age(BIRTHDAY))).conj() /Find the oldest two people in the subset 

A1

A2

Grouped subsets



A1

Example: Calculate the login times of each account within three days before the last login time

A

1 =file("E:/txt/login.txt").import@t()

2 =A1.group(userid;~.max(login_time):last,~.count(interval(login_time,last)<=3):login_num)

/Grouping by userid, and then calculating the last login time and the number of logins within three days before that time 

A2

Grouped subsets



Grouped subsets can be used for sorting. When there are many duplicate members, 
group@s(x) sorting is faster than sort. 

Example: Sort employees by department 
A

1 =demo.query("select * from EMPLOYEE")
2 =A1.group(DEPT).conj()
3 =A1.group@s(DEPT)

A1 A2,A3

Grouped subsets
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Order-related groupingLet's start with a simple example of dividing company members into three groups 
on average. 

A B

1 =demo.query("select EID,NAME,GENDER,STATE from EMPLOYEE")

2 =A1.group((#-1)*3\A1.len()) /The first 1/3, the middle 1/3 and the last 1/3 

3 =A1.group((#-1)%3) /Take one out of every three members 

A1~A3 results:



The format of the existing log is as follows:

The first row is IP, TIME, GET, URL, BROWER;           

The second row is MODULE;   

The third row is USERID, UNAME, LOCATION: Please organize this log into structured data.

Order-related grouping



Processing non-single-row logs

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/access_log.txt").import@s()

2 =A1.group((#-1)\3) /Grouping every three rows 

3 =A2.(~.(_1).concat("\t").array("\t")) /Merge the members of each group and then 
split them into field values with “\t”

4 =A3.new(~(7):USERID,~(8):UNAME,~(1):IP,~(2):TIME,~(4):URL,~(5):BROWER,~(9):LOCATION,l
eft(~(6).array("\:")(2),-1):module) /Structuring the results 

Order-related grouping

A1 A2 A3 A4



Grouping by Boolean Value 

Example: The students are divided into two classes according to their ranking, so that the average 
ranking of the two classes is the same.

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/students_score.txt").import@t()
2 =A1.sort@z(sum(~.array())) /Sort by scores

3 =A2.group((#-1)%4<2) /Rank [1,4,5,8... ] [2,3,6,7... ], divide into two groups

Order-related grouping

A1~A3 results:



Example: Count of the total length of time users listen to music (data in UID order) 

A
1 =file("E:/txt/music_watch.txt").import@t()
2 =now()
3 =A1.groups(uid;sum(watch_time):sum_time)
4 =interval@ms(A2,now())
5 =now()
6 =A1.groups@o(uid;sum(watch_time):sum_time)
7 =interval@ms(A5,now())

Order-related groupingWhen the data itself is ordered, @o option is sorted by key values and is faster
 than regular grouping 

A1（321039 rows）

A3, A6 results:

A4

A7



Grouping by Value: Find out the team record with the most consecutive 
championships in NBA history 

A B

1 =file(“E:/txt/NBA.txt”).import@t().sort(year)

2 =A1.group@o(champion).maxp(~.len()) /Regrouping when champion field changes 

Order-related grouping

A1, A2 results:



The following is the user information of a website, which includes: userid, gender, age, salary, 
province, musicid, watch_time, time.
The information of each user is incomplete.
Please organize the following data into structured data. 

Order-related groupingProcessing indefinite-row text 



Processing indefinite-row text 

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/Indefinite _info.txt").import@s()

2 [userid,gender,age,salary,province,musicid,watch_time,time]

3 =A1.group@o(_1.array("\t")(1)) /Grouping according to changes in values 

4 =A3.(~.(_1.array("\t")).conj().id().align(A2,~.array("\:")(1)).(~.array("\:")(2))).conj() /Intra-group processing 

5 =create(${A2.concat@c()}).record(A4) /Create table and fill in records

Order-related grouping

A1 A3 A4

A5



Userid is recorded in the first row of the user's information. The following rows are the user's 

information. When the next userid appears, it will be the next user's information: 

Processing indefinite-row text(2) Order-related grouping



Processing indefinite-row text(2) 
 

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/Indefinite _info2.txt").import@s()
2 [userid,gender,age,salary,province,musicid,watch_time,time]
3 =A1.group@i(_1.array("\t")(1).array("\:")(1)=="userid") /Grouping according to changes in values 

4 =A3.(~.(_1.array("\t")).conj().align(A2,~.array("\:")(1)).(~.array("\:")(2))).conj() /Intra-group processing 

5 =create(${A2.concat@c()}).record(A4) /Create table and fill in records

Order-related grouping

A1 A3 A4

A5



Example: Calculate the maximum number of consecutive days for stock1001 
price to rise 

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/stock1001_price.txt").import@t() .sort(DT)

2 =A1.group@i(CL<CL[-1]) /If CL<CL[-1] is True, create a new group

3 =A2.max(~.len()) /Find out the maximum value of group members 

Order-related grouping

A1~A3 results:



When the group key value is ordinal, grouping with the @n option (including group, groups) is faster 
than normal grouping because hash values do not need to be calculated. 

A
1 =file("E:/txt/orders_mm.txt").import@t()

2 =now()

3 =A1.groups(month;sum(amount))

4 =interval@ms(A2,now())

5 =now()

6 =A1.groups@n(month;sum(amount))

7 =interval@ms(A5,now())

Order-related grouping

Example: Calculate total monthly sales A1（10 million rows）

A3, A6 results:

A4

A7



When the key value to be sorted is ordinal, it can also be sorted by grouping with the @n option, 

which is faster than sort.

Example: Ranking employees according to their age

A B

1 =demo.query("select EID,NAME,GENDER,BIRTHDAY from EMPLOYEE")

2 =A1.group@n(age(BIRTHDAY)\10).conj() /Grouping by year, then merge

Order-related grouping

A1, A2 results:
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Order-related aggregation

Example: Calculate each person's starting and ending duty time 

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/duty.txt").import@t().sort(date)
2 =A1.group@o(name) /Grouping in data order (Regroup when data changes)

3 =A2.new(name,~.m(1).date:begin,~.m(-1).date:end) /The first as the beginning and the last as the end. 

Order-related situations of intragroup aggregation 

A1~A3 results:



Example: Calculate the login times of each account within three days before the last login time.
Previously, we have done it with the conventional subset operation. Here, we use the ordered feature 
of subsets to complete it. 

A

1 =file("E:/txt/login.txt").import@t().sort@z(login_time)

2 =A1.group(userid;~(1).login_time:last,~.pselect@n(interval(login_time,last)>3)-1:num)

/Sort according to the reverse order of login time, the login time of the first member after grouping is the last login time, 
and then calculate the number of logins in three days. 

A1 A2

Order-related aggregation



Example: Calculate the daily increase of the highest price of each stock
 (if the first day is the highest price, record the price)

A

1 =file("E:/txt/stock_price.txt").import@t().sort(DT)

2 =A1.group(stockid;(p=~.pmax(CL),if(p==1,~.CL,~.calc(p,CL/CL[-1]-1))):rises)

/Groups according to stockid, find the position of the highest price and assign it to p, then calculate the increase. 

Order-related aggregation

A1 A2



Example: Count how many months it took for salesman to break through 500,000 sales 

A

1 =file("E:/txt/orders_i.csv").import@t()

2 =A1.group(sellerid;(~.iterate((x=#,~~=~~+amount),0,~~>500000),x):breach50)

/Group according to sellerid, the amount is accumulated until it is more than 500000, when x is the 
number of months needed.

Order-related aggregation

A1 A2



Example: Calculate the highest score of each class 

A

1 =file("E:/txt/students_subject.txt").import@t()

2 =A1.group(CLASS;~.max(iterate(~~+SCORE,0;STUDENTID)):max_score)
/Group according to CLASS, the SCORE is accumulated. When STUDENTID changes, the calculation is restarted, 
and then the maximum value in the group is taken. 

Order-related aggregation

A1 A2



Example:  The monthly interest rate of a credit company changes with time. 
    Calculate the amount of repayments due to each user.

A

1 =file("E:/txt/rate.txt").import@t()

2 =A1.groups(userid;iterate(~~*(1+rate_m),principal):repayment)

/Group according to userid, repayment = principal * (1 + January interest rate)* (1 + February interest rate)*(...). 

Order-related aggregation

A1 A2



Example: Ranking students in different classes according to their scores 

A
1 =file("E:/txt/students_c.txt").import@t().sort(CLASS,-SCORE) /Sort in reverse order according to CLASS,SCORE

2 =A1.derive(rank) /Add a new column rank

3 >A2.group(CLASS).(~.run(iterate(if(SCORE==SCORE[-1],~~,#)):rank)) /Group by class，Use run function and iterate function to 
assign values to rank column

Order-related aggregation

A1 A2 when A2 executed A2 after A3 executed
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Enumeration grouping 

The preceding examples share two common features:            

1. Grouping results have no empty subset           

2.  Any member of the original set belongs to and belongs only to a subset.     

We call this kind of partition a complete partition. 

SPL provides functions such as align, enum, etc. which are not completely partitioned.   

Let's look at the SPL feature grouping. 



Count the number of employees under 40 years old in all departments of 
the company 

A B
1 =demo.query("select * from   EMPLOYEE")
2 =A1.id(DEPT) /List all departments 

3 =A1.select(age(BIRTHDAY)<40).align@a(A2,DEPT) /Employees younger than 40 years old were screened and 
grouped according to A2

4 =A3.new(A2(#):DEPT,count(~):num_lt40) / Count the number of people under 40 in various 
departments 

Enumeration grouping 

A1~A4 results:



Check all the scores of the top three English scorers

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/student_scores.txt").import@t()

2 =A1.select(SUBJECT=="English").top(3;-SCORE) /Find the records of the top three English scorers

3 =A2.(STUDENTID) /List the StudentID

4 =A1.align@a(A3,STUDENTID).conj() /Grouping A1 in sequence of A3, and finally merging sets 

Enumeration grouping 

A1~A4 results:



Count the number of students whose mathematic scores are less than or equal to 80, greater 
than 80, less than or equal to 90, and greater than 90, respectively 

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/student_scores.txt").import@t()
2 [?<=80,?>80&&?<=90,?>90]
3 =A1.enum(A2,Math) /Enumeration grouping 

Enumeration grouping 

A1, A3 results:



Count the number of students whose mathematic scores are less than or equal to 80, greater 
than 80, and greater than 90, respectively 

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/student_scores.txt").import@t()
2 [?<=80,?>80,?>90]

3 =A1.enum(A2,Math) /Enumeration grouping 

4 =A1.enum@r(A2,Math) /Members appear in different groups 

Enumeration grouping 

Group that are 
greater than 80

Group that are 
greater than 90

Group that are 
greater than 80

Group that are 
greater than 90

A1, A3, A4 results



SALARY field contains missing values. Use random values in this field to fill in missing values 
(conventional method) 

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/salary_nan.txt").import@t(EID,NAME,GENDER,SALARY)
2 =A1.select(!SALARY) /Grouped according to Boolean values, the missing values and the non-missing 

values are divided into two groups

3 =A1\A2 /Take out SALARY values that are not missing values 

4 >A2.field(-1,A3.(SALARY)(rand(A3.len()+1))) /Filling missing values with random values in SALARY 

Enumeration grouping 

A1 when A1 executed A1 after A4 executed A2 when A2 executed

A2 after A4 executed

A3



SALARY field contains missing values. Use random values in this field to fill in missing values 
(Efficient method) 

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/salary_nan.txt").import@t(EID,NAME,GENDER,SALARY)
2 =A1.group(!SALARY) //Grouped according to Boolean values, the missing values and the non-

missing values are divided into two groups

3 =A2(1).(SALARY) /Take out SALARY values that are not missing values 

4 >A2(2).run(~.field(-1,A3(rand(A3.len()+1)))) /Filling missing values with random values in SALARY 

A2(2) when A2 executed

A2(2) after A4 executed

Enumeration grouping 

A1 when A1 executed A1 after A4 executed A3A2



Example: Calculate the average age of employees whose salaries exceed 10,000 and employees 
whose salaries are less than 10,000. 

A
1 =demo.query("select EID,NAME,GENDER,BIRTHDAY,SALARY from EMPLOYEE")
2 [false,true] /[?<10000,?>=10000]
3 =A1.align@a(A2,SALARY>=10000) /=A1.enum(A6,SALARY)
4 =A3.new(A2(#):wether_gt_100000,~.avg(age(BIRTHDAY)):avg_age)

Enumeration grouping Of course, align and enum can also be used to improve efficiency while ensuring that 
records exist fulfilling the statistics conditions. 

A1 A3 A4
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Inverse grouping

The essence of grouping is the process of 

splitting and then applying.     

       

But we often encounter the inverse operation of 

splitting a record into multiple pieces, i.e. 

Inverse grouping. 

Inverse 
grouping

A 5

A 4

A 8

B 3

B 5

B 7

C 2

C 1

A 17

B 15

C 3



Example: List the detailed product number 

A
1 =file("E:/txt/product.txt").import@t()
2 =A1.conj(to(beginid,endid).new(productname:product,~:productid))
3 =A1.news(to(beginid,endid);productname:product,~:productid)

Inverse grouping

A1~A3 results:



Looking back at the example of “calculating each person's starting and ending duty time”, can 
we use news to restore the duty schedule?

A

1 =file("E:/txt/duty_r.txt").import@t()

2 =A1.news(if(begin==end,[begin],periods(begin,end));name,~:date)

Inverse grouping

A1, A2 results: 




